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SPACEBOURNE
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ABSTRACT

The VME bus is used in a wide variety of airborne applications. The particular
application of the VPE is for use in the MSTI satellite to provide spacecraft telemetry.
The VME based PCM encoder can provide telemetry from any stand alone data
acquisition system. This paper describes the VME based PCM encoder. Since this design
is ruggedized to meet the launch and environmental requirements for space, it can be
used in any airborne VME system. 
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INTRODUCTION

The VPE is a full function PCM encoder designed as part of the FAStDAS system for
the MSTI satellite program. The VPE acquires data from a variety of sources including
the VME bus, formats the data, and sends out a PCM bit stream to a FM transmitter. A
host of user options provide system designers with the flexibility to configure the
encoder for almost any application.

DISCUSSION

A earlier version of the MSTI satellite which contained a VME based data acquisition
and control system used a bolt on PCM encoder and a custom made VME to PCM
interface (VPI) card. This interface was adequate for the first mission. Evaluation of the
data acquisition, control, and telemetry requirements for future missions showed that a
variety of PCM configurations were needed. The existing PCM encoder with it's custom



VME interface card did not accommodate easy configuration changes. Further issues to
address were those particular to the design of spacecraft electronic sub-systems such as
weight, power, radiation tolerance. To provide the flexibility needed for new (and
future) system requirements the PCM encoder was designed as a card. 

PCM ENCODER

The VPE provides user configurable data gathering and frame formatting functions. Data
gathering is accomplished using the VME slave interface, two serial data ports, one 16
bit parallel data port, finally up to 72 BI-level inputs are provided. PCM encoder
formatting and serializing is accomplished using a combination of Field Programmable
Gate Array (FPGA) devices to provide the control logic and program sequencing
necessary for VPE operation (See Block Diagram). Program and configuration
parameters are stored in Electrically Erasable Programmable Read Only Memories
(EEPROM).

INTERFACES

The VME interface on the VPE is a full 32 bit slave interface. The VPE while in normal
operating mode (not reconfiguration mode) will provide a interrupt to the VME bus
every time the PCM requires data to be placed into the VME FlFO buffer. The two
serial ports will receive serial data at the PCM bit rate. A bit clock will be provided
along with a simple three wire data request and sync protocol. The parallel port is a 16
bit wide data port that uses a data request and acknowledge handshake. The 72 bi-level
inputs are data that range from + /- 28V inputs with thresholds of +1.0v to +28v equal
to a logic 1 and 0v to -28v equal to a logic 0. The bi-level inputs are arranged as nine
separate bytes with a separate return for each byte. The VPE's program sequencer can
initiate a data request from any of the five data sources and read the data accessed at the
appropriate time then write that data into the frame FIFO for serialization. 

CONFIGURATION

The VPE can be reconfigured the configurable options available are those parameters
that commonly change from system to system. 

Among these options are:

1) Bit rates from 5 Mbits/sec to l5.625 Kbits/sec
2) Parameter sizes from 4 to 16 bits.
3) Allow for different frame formats/sizes.
4) Outputs NRZ or BI-PHASE.
5) Any number of subframes.



6) Variable sync words up to 32 bits
7) MSB or LSB first

REPROGRAMMABILITY

The VPE can be reconfigured via the bus. A separate program enable card is required to
enable the program mode of the VPE. When the program enable card is connected to the
VPE a VME omputer can reprogram the on board EEPROMs. When in program mode
the VPE will not transmit serial data. 

VERIFICATION

Programs can be verified in both normal and program modes. In program mode a read
back of the VPE EEPROMs can be done. In normal operation mode there is a register
that contains a checksum of the entire EEPROM. This number can be read by the VME
bus or sent out as a parameter in the telemetry frame. Precautions have been made so
that normal physical VME rack insertion will not be possible with the program enable
board connected. This insures that the program enable card cannot be connected while in
a flight configuration. 

CONCLUSlONS

The need to provide PCM telemetry in a variety of forms for VME data acquisition
systems is growing. Applications where operating in harsh environmental conditions
such as space, nuclear, mining, and very high energy experiments offer many
challenging system design problems. The VME based PCM encoder provides a method
to meet such system challenges. 


